
Lesson Overview
13.1 RNA

THINK ABOUT IT  
DNA is the genetic material of cells. The sequence of 
nucleotide bases in the strands of DNA carries some sort of 
code. In order for that code to work, the cell must be able to 
understand it. 
What, exactly, do those bases code for? Where is the cell’s 
decoding system?

The Language of DNA
● information in DNA is in the sequence of bases
● a triplet (set of 3) of nitrogenous bases is called a codon
● these are like words in the language of DNA

The Language of DNA
● DNA's information is expressed as proteins
● each codon codes for an amino acid
● each gene codes for a polypeptide

● DNA never leaves the nucleus
● the code to make proteins is sent to the ribosomes using 

messenger RNA
info goes from DNA --> RNA --> Protein
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RNA
● stands for RiboNucleic Acid
● ribose instead of deoxyribose
● uracil (U) instead of thymine (T)
● short chains, single stranded



Comparing RNA and DNA  
Each nucleotide in both DNA and RNA is made up of a 
5-carbon sugar, a phosphate group, and a nitrogenous base. 
There are three important differences between RNA and DNA: 
(1) The sugar in RNA is ribose instead of deoxyribose.
(2) RNA is generally single-stranded and not double-stranded.
(3) RNA contains uracil in place of thymine. 

These chemical differences make it easy for the enzymes in the 
cell to tell DNA and RNA apart.

Comparing RNA and DNA  
DNA is the master plan -- has all the information needed to 
construct a building. -- RNA is the blueprints -- inexpensive, 
disposable copies of the master plan
DNA never leaves the nucleus, RNA takes the plans to the 
ribosomes

3 types of RNA
● messenger RNA (mRNA) = 

carries genetic info from 
nucleus to cytosol

● transfer RNA (tRNA) = carry 
amino acids to be built into 
proteins

● ribosomal RNA (rRNA) = 
make up ribosomes

The Role of RNA
 How does RNA differ from DNA?

 There are three important differences between RNA 
and DNA: (1) the sugar in RNA is ribose instead of 
deoxyribose, (2) RNA is generally single-stranded and 
not double-stranded, and (3) RNA contains uracil in 
place of thymine.

Transcription
Transcription = produces RNA from DNA template
● begins at regions called promoters (they "promote" the 

transcription)
● RNA polymerase = enzyme which synthesizes RNA

Transcription  
RNA polymerase binds to DNA during transcription and 
separates the DNA strands.



● RNA nucleotides line up 
along one strand of DNA 
following the 
Base-Pairing Rules

● ends at regions called 
termination signals (they 
“terminate” transcription) 

Transcription

Animations:
http://highered.mheducation.com/sites/0072507
470/student_view0/chapter3/animation__mrna_
synthesis__transcription___quiz_1_.html

what is the sequence of molecules in 
molecular biology?

describe the language of DNA? what is a 
codon?

what is the location of transcription?

what enzymes are involved in the process?

DNA→transcription→RNA→translation → protein

transcription: 
location - nucleus
enzymes - RNA polymerase
sites: promoters - begin process
termination signals - end process
template DNA strand - used as template to make RNA
inactive DNA strand - not used, RNA is single stranded



RNA Synthesis
 How does the cell make RNA?

 In transcription, segments of DNA serve as templates 
to produce complementary RNA molecules.


